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Objective (for this doc):

Expand and deepen relationship between specific rights and protocols (from charter)

Non-Objectives (for this doc):

- Analyze specific protocols for HR impact
- Produce new guidelines
Short dev’t summary

- In development since March 2017 (5 years)
- RG document since Sept 2018 (3.5 years)
- Authors from academia and civil society from different geographies and disciplines.
- Review from doc shepherd (welcome Nick!)
What happened since -07?

- Added definitions
- Abstract cleaned up + added conclusions
- Removed explanation + methodology from RFC8280
- Many nits
- Sought to connect cases better to lit rev
- Better language on accessibility
- Added emphasis that document is about human rights (as per HRPC charter), not their implementation in national laws (other doc?)
What could be done for -10?

- Work together with shepherd to make clearer connections between literature review and cases?
Comments ?

Questions ?